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ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND: Differences between male and female muscle-tendon units have been previously
observed but it is unknown if a sex-related difference exists in the plantarflexor response to
repeated stretch-shortening cycles, such as that which occurs during everyday activities of daily
living such as walking and running. METHODS: An adapted force sledge was used with
three-dimensional motion analysis to investigate the response of the plantarflexors of 34 age and
training-matched males and females during stretch-shortening cycle impacts. RESULTS: Contact
times and flight times were found to be similar between groups. Statistically significant differences
in absolute peak force and rates of force development were observed during loading. With
normalisation to plantarflexor muscle volume, small and moderate effect sizes were observed for all
force and rate of force development variables but only peak force remained statistically significant.
Differences in absolute stiffness, peak negative and positive power and work were statistically
significant with moderate effect size, but with normalisation only differences in peak negative
power and work remained statistically significant with a moderate effect size. CONCLUSION:
These results show females have lower force, rate of force production and force absorption
capabilities, which are of relevance in injury prevention and rehabilitation, and informing
personalised engineering design.
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INTRODUCTION

Understanding fundamental in vivo mechanical behaviour of muscle is an essential component of
development and optimisation of injury prevention, rehabilitation, and training programs, as well as
design of assistive technology such as prosthetics or exoskeletons. The plantarflexor muscle group
has a vital role to play in gait, for everyday tasks of daily living such as walking and running, and
for maximal performance in many sports. It is important for maintaining postural control, is
responsible for the push-off phase of gait and acts to both produce power and stabilise the limb
during acceleration and maximal velocity running. When task demands increase, (e.g. with
decreased ground contact time) the ankle joint and its surrounding plantarflexor musculature play
an increasingly important role in maintaining the overall mechanical stiffness and performance
output of the entire limb (1, 2) .

Bipedal gait consists of multiple stretch-shortening cycles (SSC) within the muscle-tendon unit,
whereby an eccentric contraction immediately precedes a concentric contraction, improving the
force generation of the concentric contraction. SSC function is affected by underlying MTU
mechanics and modifications in the muscle activation strategy used, both of which may vary due to
training (3) or an individual’s sex (4, 5). Mechanical stiffness of the MTU and its constituent
structures may influence SSC performance, and while some differences may be due to body mass,
previous work has shown a decreased ability of females to effectively utilise the SSC in the upper
body even when normalised to body mass (6). These results suggest male and female MTUs behave
differently, with only some differences attributed to size differences. Therefore, differences must
also be present in the underpinning mechanical behaviour during this type of loading. Previous
work has shown females rely more on the plantarflexors than the hip muscles for impact absorption
3

during single leg landing (7) which potentially places this muscle group and the two joints it crosses
(i.e. the ankle and knee) at increased risk of injury. Improving understanding of how in vivo
mechanical behaviour of muscle groups varies with sex is essential to gain further insight into both
injury and performance related differences that have been previously observed, and to establish if
this is potentially an important characteristic which needs to be addressed in aspects of personalised
engineering design.

Recent work has developed an adapted force sledge-based method of isolating the plantarflexors in
analysis of a SSC task. The method has been shown to provide good movement control and
reliability, while maintaining validity as a dynamic SSC task (8). Use of this adapted sledge could
provide important information on differences in the plantarflexor responses to cyclical SSC loading
due to sex. The aim of this study was to identify differences in plantarflexor peak force, rates of
force development, stiffness, power and work in males and females during a cyclical loading task
performed on an adapted sledge system. This can provide useful insight into how the male and
female MTU differs by understanding their force and energy absorption and generation capacities,
which is of benefit for those working in injury prevention, rehabilitation, elite sporting performance,
and engineering of assistive technology.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Participants
Following university research ethics approval, 17 males (age: 23.2 ±2.73 years; height: 1.78 ±0.05
m; mass: 80.8 ±7.81 kg) and 17 females (age: 24.2 ±1.87 years; height: 1.68 ±0.07 m; mass:
65.4 ±6.90 kg) gave written, informed consent to participate in this study (9). Male and female
groups were matched for age within 18 months and training background. Each group contained
seven field sports athletes, eight recreational athletes who participated in physical activity for at
least 30 minutes a day, 4 days per week and two sprint-trained athletes who trained using similar
plyometric exercises one day per week. No participant had a history of lower limb surgery or was
taking any medications. All participants were free from lower limb injury for the preceding 3
months and were advised not to participate in any unaccustomed strenuous exercise for the 24 hours
preceding data collection.

Test protocol
An adapted force sledge apparatus consisting of a rigid wooden plate, free to move along rails
angled at 30° to the horizontal was used to determine plantarflexor function during the SSC task (8).
A 9.5 mm retroreflective marker placed on the side of this plate was tracked by three,
three-dimensional infra-red motion analysis cameras (500 Hz, MAC Eagle, Motion Analysis
Corporation Inc., Santa Rosa, CA., USA). The acceleration of this marker was used for subsequent
calculation of resultant force acting on the foot. Participants were positioned supine at the base of
the sledge with the thigh secured to a solid support at its proximal and distal ends. The ankle joint
of the preferred hopping limb was free to move and push the plate up the inclined rails while the
5

knee angle remained relatively constant throughout the movement, (at approximately 150° to 170°)
during impact. Knee movement was constrained as much as practically possible, to ensure the
majority of muscle force generation and absorption was isolated to the plantarflexor muscle group.

Participants were instructed to strike the plate rhythmically within a marked area pushing it as hard
and as fast as possible, using only the ankle joint. Participants were initially asked to push the plate
up the sledge rails using the above criteria and then the plate was dropped towards their foot from a
30 cm height after a ‘3, 2, 1’ countdown. This protocol was repeated for a minimum of 25-30
impacts until the participant was confident in performing the task correctly and the researcher
judged them to be striking the plate as instructed. This contact was always initially with the forefoot
due to the orientation of the sledge rails to the ground.

The ultimate aim of initial trials was to achieve the maximum loading a participant could exert for
11 impacts. Participants were allowed two minutes rest between each series of impacts but if more
time was required this was allowed. Similar to the practice trials, the plate began at a position 30 cm
above the foot and was released after a ‘3, 2, 1’ countdown. Participants were instructed to continue
striking the plate for a total of 11 impacts. Following each series of 11 impacts, the plate was
secured away from the foot and additional mass added to the sledge. A loading equivalent to 70% of
this 11 repetition maximum (RM) was used for the test trial as this has previously been shown to be
reliable in measurement of peak force (FP), contact time (CT) and flight time (FT), and a loading
that participants were comfortable with using (8). This maximum loading was typically achieved
within 5-6 trials. All trials (familiarisation, 11 repetition maximum, final test effort) were completed
in one test session.
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Data treatment and variable definition
The coordinates of the sledge marker were filtered using a fourth order, zero lag, low-pass
Butterworth filter. Residual analysis was conducted to identify the optimum cut-off frequency to
ensure an optimal signal to noise ratio, which occurred at a cut-off frequency of 12 Hz. A visual
check was also performed to ensure the impact was not excessively smoothed by use of this cut-off
frequency. Filtering was completed in Cortex software (v3.1.1.1290, Motion Analysis Corporation
Inc., Santa Rosa, CA., USA). All variables were calculated in Microsoft Excel (Microsoft Inc.,
Redmond, WA., USA).

Figure 1. CT and FT were determined using sledge marker kinematics. CT was defined as the
time period when sledge acceleration was greater than 0 m.s-2 and FT as the time between
consecutive CT. These instances occur simultaneously with times when sledge position was at
a minimum. As force was calculated at the product of sledge mass and acceleration, peak
force was the instant of peak acceleration during the contact.
7

The 5th to 7th impacts were considered representative of the plantarflexor response to cyclical SSC
loading, and have previously been shown to be consistent and reliable for analysis of the variables
of interest (8). The sledge plate acceleration was calculated as the second derivative of plate
position with respect to time, with force calculated using Newton’s second law using a correction
for the component of weight acting down the sledge rails as the sledge was angled at 30°. CT was
defined as the period when plate marker acceleration was greater than zero and FT defined as the
period when it was zero or less (Figure 1). These definitions were used assuming that when the
sledge was not in contact with the foot it was in free-fall, therefore the only forces acting on it were
the weight component due to gravity (-4.905 m.s-2) and friction. The rolling friction of the sledge on
the rails during free-fall was calculated from previous experiments as 0.18% so was considered
negligible for these calculations. This value indicates the calculated acceleration of the sledge plate
in contact with the rails was 0.18% different to that of the plate in freefall. FP was the maximum
force developed during each contact with the timing of FP (%CT) referring to the percentage of CT
where FP occurred. Rate of peak force development (RPFD) was calculated as the FP divided by the
time in seconds it took to reach it.

Rate of force development in the first 30 and 50 ms

(RFD0-30, RFD0-50) was calculated as the force at 30 and 50 ms post-initial contact, divided by 0.03
and 0.05 s respectively.

The stiffness of the plantarflexor MTU (KPF) was calculated as FP divided by the peak displacement
of the sledge in metres during contact in the direction of the sledge rails. Power was calculated as
the product of sledge force and sledge velocity (measurement unit: watts, W), with work done
calculated as the time integral of power (measurement unit: joules, J). The negative phase was
defined as the period when power was negative, and the positive phase defined as the period when
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power was positive. Peak power (PNEG, PPOS), timing of peak power and total work done (WNEG,
WPOS) were calculated for each phase, with time expressed as a percentage of the entire CT. The
plate height (i.e. displacement from release to peak of flight) was calculated using the equations of
uniformly accelerated motion, assuming equal periods of upward and downward flight.

The influence of increased muscle size on force production has been previously established,
therefore all force-related variables were normalised to total plantarflexor muscle volume by
dividing observed force measures by personalised total plantarflexor muscle volume. This volume
was calculated using the regression equations of Handsfield et al. (10) for soleus, gastrocnemius
medialis and lateralis, peroneus longus and brevis, tibialis posterior, flexor hallucis longus and
flexor digitorum longus and based on height and mass products. Volume was considered a suitable
variable for normalisation due to its relationship to muscle physiological cross-sectional area
(PCSA) which has an established relationship with force-producing capacity (11). While
normalisation to physiological cross-sectional area is acknowledged as the most appropriate method
to scale muscle forces, it is very difficult to accurately measure individualised muscle volume,
muscle fibre length and muscle pennation angle without additional expensive, highly technical
equipment and methods. Muscle volume has been used previously in the literature to account for
differences in size between individuals particularly in tasks using isolated muscle groups. Both
absolute and normalised values are presented in the results.

Statistical analysis
The mean absolute and normalised values for each variable from the three impacts for each
participant were used for statistical analyses. The means and standard deviations for each sex group
were calculated for each variable to provide normative values and estimate of sample variability.
9

Groups were considered well-matched since similar coefficients of variation were observed in each
group. The reliability of these measures was determined by calculating the average withinparticipant standard deviation and coefficient of variation across the three trials and by calculating
the average intra-class correlation coefficient (two-way random with absolute agreement). All
statistical analyses were completed using SPSS Statistics 20 (IBM, Armonk, NY, USA). Betweengroup differences were determined using independent samples t-tests. The assumptions of this test
were checked using Shapiro-Wilk’s test of normality and Levene’s test of equality of variances.
Where data violated the assumptions, differences were determined using a Mann-Whitney U test.
Type I error level was set at α < 0.05. Effect size (practical significance) was calculated using
Cohen’s d using the formula

d

| mM  m F |

'

where mM and mF are the means of the male and female groups respectively, and σ′ is the pooled
standard deviation of the two groups (12). The scale for classification of effect size was <0.2 =
trivial, 0.2 to 0.6 = small, 0.6 to 1.2 = moderate, 1.2 and above = large (13). Moderate and large
effects were considered practically significant.

RESULTS
Measurement reliability
Variables were shown to be highly reliable for both males and females, with all average ICCs
greater than .806 and most ICCs greater than .900. Within-participant variability was also low, with
almost all coefficients of variation below 12%. The highest variability was observed in RPFD and
RFD0-30 (Table 1).
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Contact time and timing of peak events
Parametric statistical tests were used to determine between-group differences for FT and
normalised FP, RPFD, RFD0-50, WNEG and WPOS. Non-parametric tests were used for all other
variables. During cyclical loading, no practical or statistically significant between-group
differences were observed in how the participants struck the plate (as defined by CT or %CT
when FP occurred). CT was indicative of a fast SSC, with CT of 0.183 ±0.038 s and
0.174 ±0.035 s (mean ± standard deviation) observed in males and females respectively. This
difference was less than 5% and neither practically nor statistically significant. The timing of
FP (males: 41.7 ±4.5%CT; females: 40.8 ±4.8%CT), PNEG (males: 23.1 ±2.8%CT, females:
22.7 ±2.3%CT) and PPOS (males: 69.7 ±4.2%CT; females: 72.3 ±4.5%CT) were similar for
males and females with non-significant differences of negligible and small effect size
observed.

Muscle volume, peak force, and rate of force development
Statistically significant differences in calculated total plantarflexor muscle volume of large
effect size were observed (1086 ±113 cm3 for females, 1360 ±122 cm3 for males).
Statistically significant between-group differences with moderate (tending towards large) or
large effect sizes were observed in all absolute measures of force and force development (FP,
RPFD, RFD0-30, RFD0-50). With normalisation, the differences were small to moderate in size
but only the difference in FP remained statistically significant (Table 2).
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Stiffness, power, and work
Statistically significant differences of moderate effect size were observed in absolute
measures of stiffness, peak power, and work in both negative and positive phases (Table 3).
With normalisation to muscle volume, differences in KPF became negligible. Similarly, PPOS
and WPOS were no longer statistically significant and of small effect size. PNEG and WNEG
remained statistically significant and of moderate effect size.

DISCUSSION

The results of this study showed moderate to large differences in the plantarflexor force,
force production and mechanical behaviour of males and females during repeated SSC
loading in a sample of healthy young adults matched for age and training background. This
was despite no significant differences in CT or timing of FP, PNEG and PPOS. This shows
comparable strategies were used by both sexes to absorb and generate force. While some
differences were removed with normalisation to muscle volume, several other important
measures remained statistically and practically significant.

The lower absolute FP, RPFD, RFD0-30 and RFD0-50 observed in females is similar to previous
work but this study is one of the first to establish this in a dynamic, cyclical SSC task. With
normalisation, these differences became smaller but were still of moderate effect size. Males
have been shown to have greater muscle thickness (known to be related to increased muscle
size), and increased pennation angle than females in both soleus and gastrocnemius (14),
both of which increase force production capacity and may account for differences observed.
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Muscle volume differences were statistically and practically significant with a large effect
size and this may partly explain observed differences, however, not all differences were
removed with normalisation, therefore other factors must also have affected these measures.
Males are known to be more powerful due to increased testosterone and/or an improved
ability to use the SSC effectively (6). The SSC is thought to be more effective with increased
tendon stiffness and males have been shown to have a stiffer Achilles tendon than females of
similar training background, probably due to a lack of circulating oestrogen and increased
muscle mass. Increased tendon stiffness shifts the force-velocity curve to the right so for the
same muscle contraction velocity, force production capabilities are higher. This could
explain, at least in part, why higher forces and rates of force development were observed in
male participants.

Absolute rates of force development during both tasks were significantly lower in females.
With normalisation, these differences were still of moderate effect size. Differences in RPFD
and RFD0-50 were of greater effect size than RFD0-30, possibly due to increased contribution of
muscle activation in these variables and the decreased ability of females to develop force
rapidly. These results are of particular interest in relation to the role of the plantarflexors in
prevention of serious knee injury since injury occurs when the magnitude of loading exceeds
the level of loading the tissue of interest can withstand. While much literature focuses on the
role of the hamstring and quadriceps muscle groups in anterior cruciate ligament (ACL)
injury (15), several authors have suggested the plantarflexors are also important (16-18).
While knee valgus-varus moments are often considered the main cause of ACL injury, Yu
and Garrett (19) presented strong evidence for the role of sagittal plane kinematics and
anterior tibial translation as the primary cause of non-contact ACL injury. Knee valgus-varus
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moments appear most important when occurring in conjunction with high levels of anterior
tibial translation. Gastrocnemius has been shown to be an antagonist of the ACL, acting to
increase anterior tibial translation (16) but soleus has been shown to exert posterior forces on
the tibia due to its anatomical origin (17). As the physiological cross-sectional area of soleus
is approximately 3-8 times larger than the gastrocnemius (20), this suggests the plantarflexors
as a group will act to reduce ACL loading. As ACL injuries are most likely to occur 17 to 50
ms following initial ground contact (21), the deficit in rates of force development of females
observed during this time period in this study may provide a further explanation why females
are more likely to damage their ACL. While this may be due in part to muscle activation
differences, the normalised results clearly indicate underlying rate of force development
characteristics in surrounding musculature as a further consideration.

A statistically significant difference in absolute KPF was observed, which was not present
with normalisation. This is similar to findings in other studies (22, 23), and highlights the
importance of muscle size and volume in the modulation of stiffness. No difference was
observed in normalised PPOS or WPOS, which contrasts to previous work which found
increased concentric (positive) power in males during a countermovement jump even after
normalisation to body mass (24), and which is due to the movement velocities used. During
the negative phase, where muscles are typically working eccentrically, muscle activation has
less influence on subsequent power which explains the lack of difference during that phase.
The results of this study showed negative power and work to be lower in females even after
normalisation, due in part to the smaller forces generated. These differences may also be due
to previously reported differences in tendon stiffness, fibre size and/or pennation angle in
females. Decreased PNEG indicates a decreased ability to respond in situations requiring high
14

forces and rapid execution such as landing (24) and decreased ability to dissipate force,
which is concerning as females have previously been shown to preferentially rely on the
plantarflexors for impact absorption during landing (7). This may also predispose females to
injury during impact-related tasks. This result also highlights a novel consideration in the
design of assistive technologies such as prosthetics or exoskeletons. While females have been
shown to preferentially utilise the plantarflexors for impact absorption during landing, less is
known about this during gait. The females in this study demonstrated a decreased ability to
absorb force during cyclical SSC loading, as which may occur during walking and running.
Future work to incorporate these findings into studies examining force dissipation during gait
would guide engineering design into the relative importance of this.

Males tend to have larger body and muscle mass than females, therefore scaling of data to
account for differences in body size is necessary to determine if meaningful differences truly
exist. Normalisation to body mass or a power of body mass is commonly used for scaling of
forces in tasks such as jumping or running as the entire body has an influence on the force
output. Caution has been advised on using body mass as the normalisation variable in isolated
muscle tasks as there is no definitive relationship between increased body mass and increased
specific muscle mass (25). As a result, force for isolated muscle groups is often normalised to
physiological cross-sectional area or muscle volume. Muscle volume is most accurately
determined by magnetic resonance imaging or computed tomography, but this facility is not
generally available for non-clinical use. The regression equations used in this study are based
on height and mass products and account for between 21 and 66% of individual plantarflexor
muscle volumes. While there is still a large proportion of unaccounted variance, this
calculated muscle volume appears to be more suitable for normalisation rather than solely
15

body mass. The findings of Handsfield et al. support the inconsistent relationship between
body mass and individual muscle volume as they found equations based solely on body mass
performed worse in the prediction of muscle volume. There are some limitations to its use in
this study, such as its generic, non-sex-specific nature. Due to the typical differences in body
composition for males and females, even with similar activity levels, it is possible some
errors may be present and therefore sex-specific regression analyses may be more suitable for
prediction of muscle volumes. It is debatable whether allometric scaling or a ratio method
should be used for normalisation; there were several highly active individuals in this study, so
their predicted muscle volumes may be prone to errors. Use of a linear normalisation of force
to muscle volume was the most appropriate analysis for this data set as the definitive answer
to these problems remains unclear.

The results of this study show males have a greater force production and rate of force
production capability than females during cyclical SSC loading. Large differences were also
present in the mechanical properties of the plantarflexors in stiffness, work, and power. While
some of these variables were not significant when normalised, these results may explain, at
least in part, why there is an increased risk of injury in females, suggest potential areas of
focus in injury prevention or rehabilitation strategies, and highlight areas for potential
consideration by the engineering professional.
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Table 1. Reliability of variables used in analysis
Females

Males

Average withinparticipant standard
deviation

Average withinparticipant coefficient
of variation (%)

Average intra-class
correlation
coefficient

Average withinparticipant standard
deviation

Average withinparticipant
coefficient of
variation

Average intra-class
correlation
coefficient

Plate flight time (s)

0.023

4.7

.960

0.023

4.4

.981

Plate contact time (s)

0.012

6.6

.949

0.012

6.9

.942

Peak force (N)
Rate of peak force
development
(N.s-1)
Rate of force
development (0-30
ms) (N.s-1)
Rate of force
development (0-50
ms) (N.s-1)
Stiffness (N.m-1)
Peak eccentric power
(W)

25

5.9

.963

35

5.4

.981

844

14.4

.866

1439

15.8

.903

1342

16.6

.806

2171

18.6

.841

756

10.6

.890

985

9.2

.961

854

10.8

.945

1119

11.7

.952

28

10.2

.940

43

9.4

.974

Eccentric work (J)

2

8.3

.997

2.8

4.1

.977

Peak concentric
power (W)

25

10.6

.951

33

10.7

.987

Concentric work (J)

4

11.4

.955

3.7

7.6

.951

Table 2. Function and force differences during repeated stretch-shortening cycle loading (values presented as mean ±standard deviation)

Normalized to plantarflexor muscle volume (cm3)

Absolute values
Variable (unit)

Percentage
Females

Males

t-test p-value

Percentage
Effect size

Females

Males

t-test p-value

difference

Effect size
difference

Plate flight time (s)

0.502 ±0.072

0.560 ±0.114

0.088

11.5

0.58

N/A

Peak force (N)

447±86

661 ±167

<.001

47.7

1.26

0.415 ±0.084

0.487 ±0.114

.045

17.2

0.68

6360 ±1603

9856 ±3350

<.001

55.0

1.08

5.9 ±1.5

7.2 ±2.5

.065

22.6

0.62

8925 ±2594

13271 ±4344

.001

48.7

1.05

8.3 ±2.9

9.8 ±3.2

.140

17.7

0.48

7755 ±1699

11577 ±3510

<.001

49.3

1.15

7.2 ±1.7

8.5 ±2.5

.075

18.2

0.59

Rate of peak force
development (N.s-1)
Rate of force development (030 ms) (N.s-1)
Rate of force development (050 ms) (N.s-1)

Table 3. Mechanical differences during repeated stretch-shortening cycle loading (values presented as mean ±standard deviation)

Normalized to plantarflexor muscle volume (cm3)

Absolute values
Variable (unit)

Percentage
Females

Males

t-test p-value

Effect size

Females

difference
Stiffness (N.m-1)

t-test

Percentage

p-value

difference

Males

Effect size

7957 ±2470

10403 ±3429

.008

30.7

0.77

7 ±2

8 ±3

.150

5.0

0.15

286 ±80

486 ±194

<.001

70.1

1.12

0.266 ±0.079

0.355 ±0.130

.041

33.3

0.77

31 ±10

50 ±17

.001

61.0

1.11

0.029 ±0.010

0.036 ±0.012

.046

27.2

0.68

246 ±73

393 ±191

.005

60.1

0.92

0.229 ±0.072

0.288 ±0.134

.205

26.0

0.54

34 ±11

50 ±20

.026

48.4

0.89

0.031 ±0.011

0.037 ±0.015

.217

17.5

0.44

Peak eccentric power
(W)
Eccentric work (J)
Peak concentric power
(W)
Concentric work (J)

